Abstract. The paper presents results of the statistical generalization of experimental data on the strength and deformability of fiber-reinforced concrete with different levels of bulk dispersion reinforcement. The range of the optimal content of reinforcing elements is established according to the criteria for ensuring maximum crack resistance and strength of the matrix (concrete).
Introduction
According to modern concepts [1, 2, 4] , concrete refers to multicomponent systems, which determine the design drawback of which is the tendency to brittle failure. One of the technologically possible and economically feasible ways to reduce the likelihood of their brittle fracture is the introduction of dispersed reinforcing elements in the structure with increased tensile strength. As such, metal chips were most often used, which limited the use of fiber-reinforced concrete in terms of economic and energy feasibility. Mass production of plastics, including in the form of fibrous fibers of various diameters and strength, allow one to assume the possibility of their use as the reinforcing elements of concrete matrices. The choice of the determining parameters of macrosynthetic polypropylene fibers, their volume content, depending on the a priori of the tasks being set, constitute the main objective of this study.
Methods and materials
The basis of experimental research is based on the fundamental principles [1, 3, 5, 6] , according to which the optimal levels of disperse reinforcement should be closely related to the determining structural parameters of concrete (matrix). That is, the diameter, length, degree of dispersion of reinforcing elements are determined by structural discontinuities of concrete (porosity, defects, etc.). In this case, it becomes possible to inhibit (suspend) the nascent cracks on the boundaries of the matrix and reinforcing elements and change the nature of the failure.
The starting materials used: As a matrix for the production of fiber concrete samples, concrete of the following composition was used: С: S: R: P = 1: 1.42: 3.31: 0.55 (at C = 380 kg/m3). The volume content of fiber of 55 mm was 0.9; 1.0; 1.25%.
The preparation of fiber-concrete mixes was carried out in a laboratory concrete mixer forcing the following sequence of loading components: (a) first, sand, crushed stone, and half of the mixing water were mixed for 2 minutes, (b) then, while stirring, fibers, cement, and other half water were added until obtaining homogeneous mixtures.
To compact the mixtures in the molding process, a standard vibroplatform was used. The vibrating time, depending on the amount of fiber introduced, was 90 ± 180 s. From the prepared fiber-concrete mixes, prism samples of 100 × 100 × 400 mm were made. Each series consisted of 12 samples that were kept in molds for 3 days after concreting at a temperature of 20 ± 2 ° C under a protective film, then they were decompacted and stored until being tested in a normal hardening chamber at a temperature of (20 ± 2 ) ° С and humidity of (95 ± 5)% for 28 days. At the end of the planned period, an ultrasonic density calibration and an axial compression test. Loading of the samples during testing was carried out with deformation control at the universal Instron testing machine with a constant traversing speed of 0.004 mm/s. The testing equipment allowed in an automatic mode to record the stressstrain diagrams, the modulus of elasticity and the fracture energy.
Discussion
The average strength indices of fiber-reinforced concrete with different reinforcement levels are given in Table 3 , and their kinetics are available from Figures 1, 2 . It is noteworthy that, when the density is relatively equal, the strength and modulus of elasticity oscillations, which have a clearly pronounced extreme character, are important. That is, the positive effect of disperse reinforcement can only appear in the case of a minimum saturation level of the matrix, in which its brittle failure cannot happen. With a lower fiber content, the prevailing effect of an increase in the heterogeneity of the structure of fiber-reinforced concrete due to reinforcement, the appearance of non-uniformity of the stressed state and, as a consequence, the reduction of the test resistance values. As for the upper limit of effective reinforcement, the experimental data do not allow us to judge its level. However, judging by the data of other researchers, its presence is objectively conditioned by the limitation of the volume content of the concrete (matrix) per fiber and ensuring effective interaction between their shells [1, 6, 7, 8] . The above is confirmed by data on the change in deformation properties of fiber reinforced concrete of various reinforcement levels (Table 4 ). An increase in the limiting compressibility of fiber-reinforced concrete, implemented under conditions of free deformation (εult) is observed. However, its dynamics is essentially non-monotonic, i. e. the intensive growth dramatically increases with reinforcement above the value of the minimum being required for the actual structure of the matrix (in the experiment: 0.9-1%). 0  231  337  126  101  109  211  0,9  239  341  148  92  101  193  1  242  393  144  98  138  248  1,25  271  375  166  105  104  208 A similar trend is noted in the kinetics of the maximum expected deformations under constrained deformation conditions εb, max. At the same time, the optimal reinforcement level for this indicator is very low (0.1-0.3%).
Of particular interest is the change in the structure of the deformations (Figure 3 ), which indirectly characterize the physical patterns of the fracture process when compressing fibrous concrete with a different content of fibers. It can be argued that there is a tendency to increase the share of elastic deformations by 7-10% regardless of the reinforcement factor. The range of plastic deformation is reduced due to a gradual and unstable increase in pseudoplastic deformation. There is an even maximum of constrained strains with reinforcement of 1%.
To analyze the resistance of fiber reinforced concrete with different reinforcement levels, energy costs were determined in the areas of elastic (W1), plastic (W2) deformation and the descending branch of the compression diagram (W3) ( Table 5 ). The obtained data confirm the extreme character of the dependence of the resistance potential on the volume content of reinforcing elements. In this case, the established maximum of the positive reinforcement effect (1.25%) does not coincide with the level of optimal fiber saturation corresponding to the best resistance to cracking. It should be noted that the greatest increase in resistance with increasing reinforcement is due to the energy of elastic deformation (about 66%) with a relatively insignificant increase in the resource of pseudoplastic deformation.
Conclusion
1. The effectiveness of using the polypropylene fibers as reinforcing concrete elements is characterized by a certain range of bulk saturation, which is predetermined by its structure.
2. The level of optimal reinforcement of fiber-reinforced concrete should be established differentially depending on the operational requirements for load-bearing capacity or crack resistance.
